MAIL QSC

1 From: D.MILLER Thu 26-Feb-87 16:38 Reply to: request for credit
2 From: ASE-USA Thu 26-Feb-87 20:26 Reply to: Request to: request for credit
3 From: A.KELLY Thu 26-Feb-87 22:54 Reply to: American Airlines Congress Sponsorship
4 From: R.SCHWEICKART Fri 27-Feb-87 10:04 STATUS REQUEST RE TCN419
5 From: R.SCHWEICKART Fri 27-Feb-87 10:04 STATUS ON DIALCOM EUROPE
6 From: R.SCHWEICKART Fri 27-Feb-87 10:05 GARRISON/PICKUP OF ASE MATERIALS

Read or Scan: MAIL R NOMORE HARDCO

To: ASE-USA (TCN423)
Cc: L.ACTON (TCN409)
Cc: E.ACTON (TCN413)
Cc: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: D.MILLER (TCN003) Delivered: Thu 26-Feb-87 16:38 EST Sys 141 (13)
Subject: Reply to: request for credit
Mail Id: IPM-141-870226-149720135
In Reply To: IPM-141-870226-141951234

Ted,

We are, as you know, requesting a credit compensation for EVERYONE. But, since they are "considering" it and have not confirmed this to Bob yet, we are sending in your request.

FYI - we are definitely now looking into alternate networks. This level of unreliable service has gone on for an unprecedented period and we will not put up with it either, unless there is a DRAMATIC turnaround FAST.

Deb

Disposition: d

To: D.MILLER (TCN003)
Cc: L.ACTON (TCN409)
Cc: E.ACTON (TCN413)
Cc: ASE-USA (TCN423)
Cc: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: ASE-USA (TCN423) Delivered: Thu 26-Feb-87 20:26 EST Sys 141 (6)
Subject: Reply to: Reply to: request for credit
Mail Id: IPM-141-870226-184030595
In Reply To: IPM-141-870226-149720135

I need to get our man in Mexico on line. He has talked to the Dialcom licensees down there, and they say connect time is 45 an hour. Dollars. Plus they say he must buy a modem from them for 600 or 1000 dollars. Let me know asap if you plan to continue w/ dialcom, because we at ase will have to strategize about this situation. Thanks.

Ted

Disposition: d

To: L.ACTON (TCN409)
To: E.ACTON (TCN413)
To: J.BARTOE (TCN418)
To: E.MITCHELL (TCN422)
The American Airlines concept intrigues me, but I think it deserves careful consideration, and more important, I think it points to the general commercial value that the ASE Congresses will have. Commercializing the Congress is probably a dirty phrase to most of us, but I think that's what is really happening here. Point is, if American Airlines can get a page in the annual Congress report, then in actuality the ASE has just taken its first dip in the wonderful world of advertising.

I respectfully submit that indeed the Congress can be used to a commercial and financial advantage, and if that is a goal, then some careful thinking and planning should take place that enables the ASE to leverage the Congress in a way that will tastefully enhance the event and not cheapen it. An analog is the policy and approach that was adopted for sponsors of the L.A. Olympics in 1984. No doubt the LA organizing committee wanted sponsors, but it held firm that only companies with direct or peripheral connections to its event could officially associate themselves with the Olympics.

Thoughts? Actions? Advise?

Disposition: d

To: D.MILLER (TCN003)
Cc: ASE-USA (TCN423)
Cc: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)

Subject: STATUS REQUEST RE TCN419
Mail Id: IPM-141-870227-090601316

Deb: 9:44:56 2/27/1987

Hi there. I'm interested in knowing whether or not the instructions I passed on to the Soviets at Innsbruck allowed/encouraged them to clean out their excess files (and reduced storage costs). Could you again look into the TCN419 file system to see if they are still overflowing their mailbox into storage and how much online storage they are carrying? Thanks Deb.

Rusty

Disposition: d

To: R.LOEB (TCN001)
Cc: W.ROBERTS (TCN402)
Cc: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)

Subject: STATUS ON DIALCOM EUROPE
Mail Id: IPM-141-870227-090740232

Howdy. I just wanted to let you know that I (believe I) have gotten through the ARPA mail addressing system and finally gotten a clear channel to Klaus Blank of ESOC in Darmstadt FRG. So, as of today I am ready to begin the technical dialog with him to get our link with Moscow/Sagdeev affected.

How is the Dialcom Europe contact coming? Can you give me the name of a person (and e-mail address?) to contact and/or have contact Klaus Blank? Would help from the Director General of ESA (the European Space Agency) help with Deutsches Bundespost? Wait happens to know him personally and is planning to call him on this in the next couple of days anyway.

Thanks for your help Bob.

Rusty

Disposition: d

To: ASE-USA (TCN423)
Cc: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443) Delivered: Fri 27-Feb-87 10:05 EST Sys 141 (29)
Subject: GARRISON/PICKUP OF ASE MATERIALS
Mail Id: IPM-141-870227-090821188


I talked with Jim last night and he is happy to carry back the materials for us if they get them to his hotel. He will know on arrival his hotel and will telex me on Monday morning first thing with hotel, room # and tel #. He can be reached via the US Commercial office (that's Cheryl Dustin... do yo know of her/it?) at telex 413205 (USCO SU). Jim will check-in daily to see if he has any telexes.

As to Gladkov and the materials... I think we can get better service locally on the b&w photo... though probably not a current one. The CRS astro/cosmo book has a photo which came from somewhere here. I suggest that when you make contact with the guy (what's his name?) in Colo Spr re the bio you ask about a photo source. If that doesn't work.. then lets add it to the list for Gladkov.

I suggest that we wait for Garrison's poop as well as word from Joel on Feo's paper before you call Gladkov.. that way we'll have it 'all' when you place the call.

*** However... I need your best tel # for Gladkov at the Inst (and home if you have it) so that, worse comes to worse, Jim can call him. I need to get this to Jim asap so he'll have it when he leaves here this afternoon.

Thanks for all the other poop/good work. I'll get back later today with more..Katz, $, etc.

Rusty

Disposition: d

End of Mail.